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Using clinical notes from both the MIMIC-III database and the VA 
EHR we were able to add several synonyms and lexical variants 
of an original lexicon to improve the breadth of terms being 
searched in future NLP algorithms developed on the concepts of 
interest.
NLP systems can benefit from semi-automated vocabulary 
expansion. Our user-friendly interface allows annotators and 
researchers  with minimal technical skills to utilize machine 
learning, ontology resources, and rule-based methods in order to 
discover relevant terms.

Natural Language Processing (NLP) systems depend on robust 
lexicons that are
• Often hand-crafted by domain experts
• Limited by challenges in clinical text

• Noisy: misspellings, abbreviations, alternative terms
• Rarely used terms may be overlooked.

Semi-automated vocabulary expansion can help discover relevant 
terms from the text itself
1.Start with a small number of hand-picked “seed” terms/concepts
2.Use NLP to automatically discover similar words in text.

Velupillai et al.1 implemented vocabulary expansion for developing 
a substance abuse lexicon leveraging
• Word embeddings
• Standard terminologies
• Linguistic variations

We developed a user-friendly implementation
• IPython Jupyter Notebook2

• Minimal technical skills needed
• Can be used by annotators, clinicians
• Interface for exploration, discovery
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I. Distributional similarity using word embeddings

Semantic 
Class

Example Seed Concepts Example Output

Anatomic 
locations

"abdomen”, “kidney”, “liver”, “left 
upper quadrant”, “gastrointestinal 
tract”

“pelvis”, “chest”, “lung”, 
“lobe”, “spleen”, 
“visualized”*, 
“duodenum” , “luq”

Diseases/
Conditions

“lymphoma”, “cirrhosis”, “carcinoma”, 
“pancreatitis”, “disease”, “condition”

“hematoma”, “infection”, 
“pneumonia”, 
“perforation”, “persistent”

Procedures “surgery”, “procedure”, “colectomy”, 
“sigmoidectomy”, “mammogram”, 
“ultrasound”, “excision”

“post”, “patient”*, 
“resection”, “ileostomy”

DISCUSSION

OBJECTIVE METHODS

II. Related concepts using SNOMED-CT

Synonyms, 
parent and child 

concepts

C0018989
hemiparesis 

(disorder)
Search corpusSNOMED

-CT

New terms:
"Weakness of one 

side of body"

III. Generate misspellings and abbreviations

“dysarthria” ”dysathria”, “dysarthrea”, “disathria”…

Define Seed Concepts

Adjust Parameters

Initiate Model and Run 

Discovery Algorithm
View Results by Model View Contexts of New Words
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BACKGROUND

We developed a user-friendly environment to expand 
clinical lexicons as a step towards more efficient natural 
language processing system development.

Demonstrated using MIMIC Radiology Reports & Clinical Notes
from the Department of Veterans Affair’s electronic health record 
(EHR).

Seed Words
”aphasia” , ”hemiparesis”, ”dysarthria"

Convert into dense word vectors with word2vec
[…, 0.211, -1.429, -0.299, …]
[…, 1.367, 0.103, 0.985, …]

[…, 0.609, -1.012, -1.725, …]

Find most similar words in corpus
... "dysathria”, "hemiplegia”, "agnosia”,  ...

https://github.com/department-of-veterans-affairs/vex

https://github.com/department-of-veterans-affairs/vex

